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China's Airpocalypse" EXPLODES!
1.2 Million
DEAD from Air
Pollution in 2010
(Source: Global Burden of Disease Study 2013)

3.6 Million
Estimated DEAD
from POISON
Air in 2012

(Source: Health Effects Institute, Chinese officials)

There is only
ONE solution to China's
environmental & economic
AIR-MAGEDDON •••
Western Graphite (WSGP).
TOBIN SMITH

Investors could reap massive gains
off this imminent supply war.
China's air pollution
is quite literally
KILLING its economy.

25 Million
Healthy Years of
Life WIPED OUT
••• While Poison Air CRUSHES
Chinese Economy $230 Billion
a YEAR ••• and GROWING

(Source: Health Effects Institute, Chinese officials)

WSG P wi II create a
LIFETIME of wealth •••
and priceless
satisfaction
Newly initiated
coverage of
Western Graphite
(WSGP) begins
on page 2 •••

Without a doubt: the Next Big Thing
in technology may be the revolutionary super material
graphene and lithium-ion battery... but

My analysis is clear:

the BIG money is going to be made by owning Western
Graphite (WSGP) IF you can acquire shares immediately
TOBIN SMITH

Dear Opportunistic Investor,
My name is Tobin Smith and finding and investing in
the Next Big Thing is what I have done for the last
20 years for hundreds of thousands of global subscribers.

(

J

Although you probably have watched my weekly
business news program on the #1 cable news
network since 2000 ... or read my NY Times bestsellers
"ChangeWave Investing" or "Billion Dollar Green"... that's
not really important.
Most important? Tens of thousands of investors have
made small ... and NOT so small ... fortunes with me
investing ahead of massive new industrial and consumer
trends from my legendary newsletters. From Apple and
XM Radio o the LED lighting wave, we have been ahead
of the next big thing every time ... and made a fortune
along the way.
I'm now launching my latest newsletter on earning
life-changing wealth for you and your family from the
NEXT truly transformational changes in the global
economy. I call this new service Next Big Thing Investor ...
To learn about my winning investment strategy, see the
special offer detailed at the end of this report.

high tech as silicon and integrated circuitry were a half
century ago:'
Is this the end of the Silicon Valley and beginning o
the Graphene Valley?
Well, consider that a graphene wafer .. .
./ Carries electricity 100 times faster than silicon
./ Conducts heat better than ANY substance know
to man ... including its carbon cousin the diamor
./ Is as transparent as glass ... 200 times stronger
than steel ... yet pliable enough to stretch 20%
without breaking.
Wow! Columbia University professors report "It wo
take an elephant, balanced on a pencil, to break thrm
a sheet of graphene the thickness of Saran Wrap:' I LC
that description.
These twin revolutions have already sent the raw
price of high purity graphite through the roof.
But high purity graphite prices are set to doubleand double AGAIN-very soon.
There is a story that NO ONE is telling you ... whid
I am about to ... but first let's understand why demar
is exploding now.

High Grade Graphite's New Super Cycle
of Demand Growth =A Lifetime of Wealth
for Early & Sharp Investors
Unless you have been living under a rock you
undoubtedly have seen breathless advertisements and
articles in every business and scientific media concerning the world's next miracle product- graphene. Made
from highly pure carbon graphite, graphene is truly a
miracle product.
The business of making graphene is doubling every
year ...along with the media coverage.
Even the conservative Wall Street Journal calls the
discovery of graphene "an impending turning point in
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If "plastics" (according to the movie The Graduat1
was the way to great wealth in the 60's .. . then high!
carbon graphite is the 21st century plastic!

ADVERT!~

Billions of smart phones and millions of electric vehicles will use hundreds of millions of
lithium batteries. That will require tens of millions of tons of rare high grade graphite-but ...

To profit from this booming industry, you must
ask the right questions •••
• • • Where is All This Vital High Grade Graphite
Going To Come From?

and How Will This Next Big Revolution
Look When Graphite Prices
Explode 400-800%?
Serious supply concerns already exist as China
controls 70-80% of this rare material. .. and has
already enacted strict export controls and taxes
to limit export ofhigh grade carbon graphite to the
Western world.
Those "concerns" are about
to turn into what can only be
called ...

The Carbon Graphite
World War
Our research now tells
us that ALL high grade
graphite exports will END
from China to the Western
world ... as in the West will
be CUT-OFF from Chinese
graphite exports.
Zilch ... nada.
Why? I'll get to that dirty little
ecret in a moment.
The solution to this imminent
high grade graphite supply
shortage-is one of the best
investments you can make in the
21st century.

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS ON PAGE 72

NEW high grade carbon graphite
discoveries are being located
OUTSIDE of China's death grip
command and control.

INVESTOR ALERT!

Company: Western Graphite
OTCQB Symbol: WSGP
Current Price: Under $1
First Target: $5-$6
Second Target: $10+
TRADING STRATEGIES:
Short Term: take some profits
at a triple
Long Term: hold portion for
ten-bagger potential
INVESTMENT THESIS: The upcoming
Carbon Graphite War is about to create
extreme supply shortages of this already
rare resource .. .Western world supply
restrictions will explode raw pure grade
graphite prices and make highest grade
carbon SX the price of gold!
Do your own due diligence and be ready
to make your move immediately.

This IS our investment thesis
on emerging pure play high
grade graphite producer Western
Graphite. WSGP is developing
their "Pure Flake" graphite mine
in Western Canada right next
to the ONLY existing natural
flake graphite mines currently in
production in North America.
Just a few miles from the U.S.
border. ..
Just like the bullet and bomb
makers in a war, it will be
companies like WSGP that
secure the incredibly valuable
WESTERN supplies of
strategically vital high carbon
high grade carbon graphite.
Both the United States and
European Union have declared
high grade carbon graphite a
continued, please turn .. .

www.westerngraphite.com
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"strategic resource" for our
military and overall economic
survival. .. for very good reasons.

So What is China's Dirty
Little Secret?
China will HAVE
To SHUT Their
Graphite Export Door to
The West!
China will have to cut off the
West from its mother lode of
graphite ... quite simply because
their economy will come to a
grinding HALT without access
to millions of tons of high grade
carbon graphite.
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Why? Because you can't
Western Graphite (WSGP) is an emerging pure-play leader in
build a nuclear reactor without
mining
and production of high grade large flake carbon graphi·
high grade carbon graphite ...
VAST North American and European graphite reserves
you need 1,000-1,400 TO S per
reactor .. . and another 1,000 tons a
from ambient air pollution via heart attack ar
YEAR to run the reactor.
lung cancer. .. Who knows what the REAL nu
Why do they so desperately need nuclear reactors?
are ... but the real annual premature death toll

China's air pollution is quite
literally killing its economy...
and the Chinese know it.
Over one billion Chinese live in areas whose air
pollution makes Los Angeles, on its WORST day,
look like a spring day AFTER a rain shower.
The World Health Association ranks air
pollution in most of China as "critical:' Even
China's famously secretive TV media declared 67
cities in China at "critical levels of air pollution:'

China has NO choice But To Build 100+ l\
Power Plants .. . even in a Post- Fukushima wo
On the following page are images of Beijing,
China .. .in the middle of a summer day.

Premature Deaths From Particula·
Matter Air Pollution In Cities

China

Every day, similar statistics come from China's
50 OTHER cities with 5 million+ populations.

World

Western Graphite, Inc. (WSG P)

~

Europe

30 percent of more than 9,000 patients a
DAY (about 3,000) are treated in Beijing hospitals
suffering from respiratory illness ... that's just Beijing.

China's own statistics say 300,000 die each year
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HAS to be in the millions.
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ADVERTI

The satillite view to the right shows
China's air pollution from space
70% of China's electrical power STILL comes
from burning low grade coal. .. and it's choking and
killing China's citizens ... and its economy. The most
conservative research says China's air pollution from
coal power plants REDUCES GDP by 6% annually...
and that number is growing.
Nuclear power IS the only possible solution ...
MASSIVE construction and operation of 100+
nuclear power plants is the only way out of this
catastrophic mess.

The China Economic Miracle will
stop DEAD in its tracks without
reaching 100 nuclear reactors.
What is the most important material (other than
uranium) in a nuclear reactor?

High Purity Carbon Graphite.
... But what does China have to
do with Western Graphite's
massive opportunity in High Grade
Carbon Graphite Mining?

Well at 99.00% purity, carbon graphite becomes
NUCLEAR graphite ... and like we said, EACH
nuclear reactor in China requires 1,400 TONS of
nuclear graphite to build .. . 1,000 tons more every
YEAR to run.
Do the math on 100 nuclear power plants

consumption of nuclear grade graphite ... That's
100,000 tons of99.99% purity carbon graphite.
But the world does not have 10,000 tons of this
rare material.
The dirty little secret about China and nuclear
grade carbon graphite is, China MUST have access
to this increasingly rare substance to survive .
. . .and they don't have NEAR enough top grade
graphite in the ground!

FACT: China is ALREADY a Nuclear
Grade Graphite IMPORTER.
... even though they hold 70% of the world's
graphite supply. How can this happen?
Because they do NOT own 70% of the HIGH
GRADE carbon graphite- the "good stuff:'
Very soon the supply/demand balance for high
grade carbon graphite will go nuts-no matter
continued, please turn ...

China has NO choice But To Build 100+ Nuclear Power Plants ... even in a
Post-Fukushima world. This is Beijing, China ... in the middle of a summer day.

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS ON PAGE 72
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HOW fast or slow the graphene and lithium
ion revolutions race ahead.

'
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The chart on the following page is from
the World Nuclear Association. It tells
the real story on how China's demand for
nuclear grade graphite will ROCK the high
grade graphite supply/demand world.
ALL of China's nuclear grade graphite for
their nuclear plants has been IMPORTED
from Toyo Tanso ... a leading Japanese based
nuclear grade graphite supplier. We know
this from high grade graphite distributors
in China .. .and it has been confirmed by
multiple sources. Toyo Tanso makes synthetic
carbon graphite-they upgrade high quality
carbon graphite in a very expensive and
energy intensive process. They buy their
graphite from .. .you guessed it. .. China!
The real story here? If China wants to be
self-sufficient in high grade nuclear graphite ...
which they have stated many times in public
they MUST do ... that means their days of
exporting high grade carbon graphite are sure
to come to a grinding halt ...and soon.

FACT: China's need to feed
their nuclear power plants
massive amounts of high grade
graphite will leave the
Western World stranded for its
high grade carbon graphite supply
It's just simple math. Note: Nuclear grade
graphite is required in a nuclear reactor to slow
down the neurons to make them more efficient
in producing fission in the radioactive fuel.
There IS no replacement for high grade purity
carbon graphite in nuclear power. Each plant
uses 1,400 tons to be built and 1,000 tons a year
forever. As in FOREVER.
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the oil embargoes of the early 70's where oil we
from $5 to $50 a barrel in six months!
It's not a speculation-it's a fact: North
merican supply of high quality carbon grapl
is on its way to becoming SX MORE VALUAI
than gold!
Those who own th e high purity graphite
supplies in the West will stand to own the mo
valuable mines in the world .. .THAT is why \A
so excited about Western Graphite.
WSGP owns two major graphite propertie
The Pure Flake Mine in southern British Coh
and the Amorf Graphite property on> 1,0001
in southern Turkey.

The Pure Flake mine is first up .. .literally rr

Here to the rescue-Western
Graphite Inc. (WSGP)
Without question a massive supply vs. demand
death match and price explosion is brewing .. .like
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ADVERl

Western
•
away from final permitting and production.
The KEY to their success at Pure Flake is
their neighbor at Black Crystal graphite quarry
operated by privately held Eagle Graphite Corp.
With a fully operating and producing graphite
mine literally right next door, permitting and

Gra hite

production problems have been already solved by
the initial mining operators.
More important to investors: at current
valuations we are literally getting the 1,000+ acre
Turkish graphite mine for FREE (it's a few years
away from production.)
continued, please turn ...

Chinese Nuclear reactors under construction and planned
Plant
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS ON PAGE 12
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The Pure Flake mining property, owned by
Western Graphite Inc., is comprised of five
contiguous mineral tenures covering approximately
6,088 acres located in the Omineca mining division
in the province of British Columbia, Canada.
Western Graphite's easterly claim boundary is
directly west of the Black Crystal graphite quarry,
operated by private corporation Eagle Graphite
Corp., the only producing graphite mine in North
America. The claims are accessible by forestry
roads, and a high-tension power line passes
approximately five kilometers southwest of the
property.
Western Graphite now has its flagship property
near the producing Black Crystal mine, and is
currently one of two public companies adjacent
to the only natural flake graphite mine in British
Columbia.

Currently, WSGP is planning a summer
mapping and sampling program followed by a
drill target selection program for this fie d season,
to commence immediately after the property
snow melts.
Western Graphite is excited to be an early
mover in an emerging graphite camp with
current production in close proximity to the
project area.
Western Graphite's neighbor, Eagle Graphite,
is the only natural flake graphite mine operating
in North America. It is a private Canadian
corporation with production facilities located

a

Western Graphite, Inc. (WSGP)

46 kilometers northwest of the city of Nels or
southeastern British Columbia,' Canada that'
a few miles from the U.S. border which will ;
the company's production to be easily expor
into the United States. Reopened in 2007 an•
operating to the highest environmental stan•
Eagle Graphite produces high grade carbon
graphite for the worldwide market.
Eagle Graphite has some very impressivt
production, showing that Western Graphite
perfectly positioned in a graphite rich area.
Eagle Graphite's "mine and processing facili
produce high carbon natural flake graphite ·
a purity level ranging from 93%-99%. Flake
ranges from 75 to 400 microns with natural
low sulfur, iron and copper content. Eagle
Graphite is available in standard ( 1.4% vola'
matter, 0.5% moisture) and extra dry (0.4%
volatile matter, 0.1% moisture) making it th
material of choice for manufacturers who d
the highest quality for their processing neec
(Eagle Graphite's website).

ADVERTI!

Western
G raphite

The Western Graphite Team are long time
graphite mining professionals who are racing ahead to get
the Pure Flake mine into production
Mr. Steven Kucuk, President, C.E.O. Director
Mr. Kucuk is a mining and graphite specialist
who resided in Germany for 32 years
before taking an interest in Canadian
and Turkish graphite properties. Mr.
Kucuk was employed by and entitled
to act on behalf of Deutsche Rohstoff
AG of Heidelberg, Germany to
identify offers for chrome, manganese
and other ores and concentrates
internationally. Mr. Kucuk attended
school when he was a minor at
Hohr-Grenzhausen and then
attended post -secondary education
in Montabaur City, Germany at
Metal Technical University. Mr
Kucuk's interest in graphite arose when working
for Metzeler AG in Hohr-Grenzhause. It was
here that he began to realize how special graphite
was and the many uses that it had in vehicles.

Mr. Kucuk who came to the United States after
finishing college began acquiring graphite assets.
He now has teamed up with Western Graphite,
bringing with him two of his prized
properties. Mr. Kucuk will be
heading up the mining operations
at the Pure Flake Graphite
property in Canada and the
Amorf Graphite property to
ensure that both mines

Lauren Notar, Vice President,
Director
Ms. Notar has worked in the
investment community as an
investment advisor for over a
decade with BMO Nesbitt Burns
and Canaccord Capital Corporation which was
Canada's largest independent investment firm
before going public. Subsequent to that, she
became an advisor to small and medium sized
enterprises. During her time
as an advisor, Ms. Notar
assisted these
micro-to- small-cap
companies in developing
sales, marketing and
fundraising strategies.
Ms. N otar resides in
Canada where she is spending
all her efforts in getting the
Pure Flake Graphite mine
into production along with
her Western Graphite
team members. Being in
the investment industry
for over ten years, Ms. Notar
is well versed in raising
capital in order to continue the
continued, please turn ...

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS ON PAGE 12
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include:

company's growth. Many of
her existing investment bank
contacts are a major asset that
can bring research and capital
to the company.

• Research Mining Licen

• Law Process Mining Li

• Organize Mining Team
and Operation

Mr. Osmond Gulyurt,
Head of Mining Operations

• Fore Work in Mining A

• Prepare Concentrate
Mr. Gulyurt is an engineer
Material for Plant
who received his education from some of
• Prepare Export and Transport Documen
the most prestigious schools in the world.
Ports of Turkey
Mr. Gulyurt served in the military for many
years before getting involved in geotechnical
These are just a few of his specialities and
engineering. He has worked for various
are many more to this list.
mining companies such as Bohemia copper
Mr. Andrew Suozer, Manager of Operatic
mine, which he put into production, as well as
ADO Mining where he worked as a business
Mr. Suozer was born in Hildesheim, Gerrr
development and consulting manager. In
but attended college in the United States wh~
addition, he worked for
he resided after completin!
Anadolu Mining, where he
education. Mr. Suozer is a
INVESTOR ALERT!
was a production manager.
specialist and has joined tr
_,
Recognized as one of the
team ofWestern Graphite
leading engineers in the field,
is proficient in putting mir
Mr. Gulyurt has a very long
into production and the p1
and impressive resume and vast
required to get the raw orE
Company:
Western
Graphite
experience in mining.
for export. Mr. Suozer will
manage
the daily crew on
OTCQB Symbol: WSGP
Mr. Gulyurt will be applying
Pure Flake Graphite prop(
Current Price: Under $1
his geotechnical engineering
and ensure that all rules a1
expertise to develop the Pure
First Target: $5-$6
regulations of safe mining
Flake Graphite property and
Second Target: $10+
practices
are followed as
Amorf property into world
TRADING STRATEGIES:
instructed by the Canadia
class producing mines. His love
Short Term: take some profits
and Turkish Government
of Canada, and geotechnical
at a triple
Mr. Suozer is very familia
knowledge of Canadian
long Term: hold portion for
both
Canadian and Turki:
soils, makes him the perfect
ten-bagger potential
mining laws and will imp
candidate to ensure the efficient
INVESTMENT THESIS: The upcoming
the best strategy to put th
production out of the Canadian
Carbon Graphite War is about to create
company's mines into
extreme supply shortages of this already
and Turkish properties alike.
production.
rare resource ... Western world supply
His main areas of expertise
-~-

restrictions will explode raw pure grade
graphite prices and make highest grade
carbon SX the price of gold!

Do your own due diligence and be ready
to make your move immediately.

1o
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ADVERl

Western
G raphite

9 Simple Reasons Why Western Graphite
(WSGP) is a Must Own for Every "Next
Big Thing" Speculative Growth Portfolio
The High Grade Carbon Graphite
Mega Growth Cycle Is Just
Starting

1
2

The BIG Money in EVERY"Next
Big Thing" is Made in the Small
Companies that are the Pure-Play
on Mega Trend ... like Western Graphite

When China Soon Shuts The
oor on the Western World for its
High Grade Graphite resources, a
MASSIVE Door of Opportunity Opens
for Ground-Floor WSGP Investors
As the Graphene Revolution
Starts to Hit Critical Mass, the
Investment World WILL Figure out
that High Quality Carbon Graphite
is the Silicon of the 21st Century ...
and go looking for Pure-Plays on the
feedstock ingredient-High Grade
Carbon Graphite

4

DITTO For the Lithium-ion Battery
Revolution-which uses 20x MORE
High Grade Graphite in each
Battery Than Lithium

5
6

Lithium Mining Stocks Raced
1,200%-3,000% HIGHER as
Lithium Was Discovered To Be A Key

Component in 21st Century Batteries
-with average 1,563% Upside in
2008-2010
Imagine Getting In on the Ground
Floor of the Rare Earth Stocksmany that raced from $2 to $78 in
an Incredible 2 Year Run .. . Creating
Thousands of New Millionaires

7

North America NEEDS All the
High Grade Carbon Graphite We
Can Find
I'll be Following This Mega Trend
EVERY Step of the Way for YouYou'll NEVER Be Alone and my
Thousands of Subscribers Will be
There Too

9

Look ... my service for the last 20 years has
been ALL about life changing wealth ... isn't it
time YOU caught the next big wealth making
wave AHEAD of the crowd?
Yours for Life Changing Wealth,

Tobin Smt:t:lt.
Tobin Smith
Next Big Thing Investor

continued, please turn ...
SEE IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS ON PAGE 12
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Without a doubt:
the Next Big Thing in technology may be
the revolutionary super material graphene
and lithium-ion battery... but

My analysis is clear:
the BIG money is going to be
made by owning Western Graphite
(WSGP) IF you can acquire shares
immediately!
Staggering news about the Western world's shortage
of the KEY raw material for the graphene/lithium-ion
revolutions could make this North American based
pure-grade graphite supplier a $5 stock by year end and
a $20 mega-winner by this time next year.

Western Graphite (WSGP) is
in the Right Place-at the Right Timewith the absolute KEY
a u
t
entury
There is WITHOUT a DOUBT a fortune to be
made in the very EAR future controlling the 0 E
rare substance that is the key building block of the
near future . .. high grade carbon graphite.

Figure 1: Graphene Patents
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Figure 2: Silicone Patents
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Between 2007 and 2012 the number of anr
patent filings on graphene with the Worl
Intellectual Property Office (WI PO) has incre
from 20 patents to over 500 patents annu;
(Figure 1) whereas patent filings dealing v
silicon has declined from 10,000 to 5,000 (Fig

IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: NBT Special Research Report, a Change Wave, Inc. dba NBT Communications ("NBT") publication, does not purport to provide an a
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tion contained in this advertisement is believed to be reliable, NBT and Cranwood International, Inc. make no warranties as to the accuracy of any of the content herE
no liability for how readers may choose to utilize the content. The opinions expressed in this advertisement and special report are solely those ofTobin Smith, unl
referenced. Readers shou ld perform their own due diligence, including consu lting with a licensed, qualified investment professional or analyst. Further, readers are stn
independently verify all statements made in this Special Report and perform extensive due diligence on this or any other mentioned company. Cranwood lnternationc
or affiliates are not offering securities for sa le. An offer to buy or sell can be made only with accompanying disclosure documents and only in the states and provinces
are approved. Many states have established ru les requiring the approval of a security by a state security administrator. Check with http://www.nasaa.org or call yoUI
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herein conta in sforward-looking information within the meaning of section 27a of the Securities Act of 1993, as amended, and section 21 e of the Securities Exchange
amended, including statements regarding expected growth of the featured company. In accordance with the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigati
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within this report are the property of their respective trademark holders. These trademark holders are not affiliated with NBT.
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Dear Friend,
I've missed you. While under a non-compete
agreement from selling ChangeWave Research in
2010 .. .the part I've missed MOST about being OUT
of the investment newsletter business are the letters
and emails that I have received from hundreds of
thousands of investors over the years ... telling YOUR
story about how 25% of the work we do has changed
the financial lives of so many people and families.

Investment Newsletter Legend Introduces
a New Advisory Service
"I'm back... and I've re-invented the

m
•

I have rebuilt the groundbreaking crowd sourced
expert network (the Change Wave Alliance) into

a new and improved, MUCH wider and deeper
network of certified subject matter experts the NBT Expert Exchange (NBTX). We are now
thousands of volunteer and paid experts from
all over the world focused on just ONE goal finding life-changing wealth opportunities!
•

NBT Equities Research expanded our research
coverage to over 25 different global emerging
growth sectors - from LED lighting to strategic

resources plays ...biotech breakthroughs to the
next consumer revolution. WHEREVER the
most exciting and investable transformational
change is happening, we will be there and
bring you the very best way to profit.
•

We now advise on a 1) Core Growth Equity and
Debt Portfolio - safe growth with exciting
income - 2) Aggressive Growth portfolio featuring our classic secular growth sectors and
leaders - and 3) An "Emerging Growth Public
Venture Capital" portfolio for the part of your
retirement nest egg that wants to rock and roll.

•

We still protect your retirement when bull
markets turn into bear markets - with our new
and improved "Recession Bear Market Indicator:'

My team and I have created an even BETTER bear
market warning and hedging system than the one
that identified the 2000 and 2008 market crashes!
•

NBT Equities Research will use our Recession
and Bear Market Ahead system to PROTECT your
wealth BEFORE the bear markets hit .. .and show
how to GROW your money in bad times too!

FREE Copy of my Upcoming Book:
Next Big Thing Investing:
0/o
The Next Monster Growth Stocks
For our first 5,000 Founder Memberships I'll
include a FREE copy of my upcoming booka complete update and upgrade from my New
York Times bestseller Change Wave Investingcoming out later this year. In the book I teach
you EVERYTHING I've learned and tested over
my three-year "retirement."

I WANT to RUSH You 6 Blockbuster
Monster Stock Research Reports
NOW with your
Founding Membership
Bottom-Line- To ALL the hundreds of
thousands of past subscribers- and millions who
watch me on Fox News every Saturday morning ...
JOIN ME in a new adventure in wealth building
and preservation at Next Big Thing Investor.. .
NBT Investor for short.
Best news? Founding membership is only $79 my gift to you! I want as many of you back with
me as possible ... but we are going to have to limit
our subscriber base DRASTICALLY from the
continued, please turn .. .

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER ON PAGE 12

www.westerngraphite.com
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www.nbtequitiesresearch.com
ChangeWave days to give you ALL the service levels
we have created. Don't miss this limited time
opportunity to join me in life-changing wealth!
In short-we have included everything we have
learned working with hundreds of thousands of
subscribers ...and we REMOVED the parts of the
traditional investment newsletter that don't
work-don't help-or both!
Fewer recommendations ... more research coverage!
Our buy and sell lists are shorter and more condensed ... we ONLY bring you the "Best of the Best"
of Next Big Thing Investor so you have more money
on the best stocks.
Weekly Accumulate and Strength Ratings on every
recommendation ... to help you put new money or
profits to work in the BEST opportunities at the time
you are ready to invest. We will help you get MORE
of your hard earned money on the WINNERS and
trim the underperforming stocks to help you double
down and score even bigger profits.
Complete social media support JUST for
subscribers- Question? - let us have it- we'll
respond immediately. Problem? -let us fix it in real
time. Topic to discuss? - let us know and we will
work on it. You and I will communicate via Skype/
Webinars and private versions of Facebook and Twitter. It's 20 13-the digital media revolution means we
will be there for you when YOU need us most-24/7!

FREE Copy of my Upcoming
Book, Next Big Thing
Investing: Earn 25°/o
EVERY Year From The Next
Monster Growth Stocks

Homes, second homes, yachts, college educations
and (MOST important) secure retirementsthat's what we wake up every day to deliver to our
subscribers. But I'm also excited to say I've taken
every note ... every suggestion on how to make our
buy I sell/hold investment advisory service the
BEST it can be and I've re-invented the investment
newsletter business ... again!

SIGN ME UP FOR FOUNDING MEMBERSHIP
IN NEXT BIG THING INVESTOR FOR
6 MONTHS ZERO RISK100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
You will love Next Big Thing Investor or your
money back (pro-rated).
START TODAY- don't miss a minute of our
revolutionary new investment advisory service.
JOIN ME.

Tob!l
P.S. Join me TODAY and I will rush you my extraspecial report "The ONE Stock You HAVE to Buy
TODAY for 20X Profit In the Next 24 Months or LESS!"

Only once in my entire investment career have I
seen an opportunity like this stock - and THAT
stock was XM Radio which went from .75 cents
to $32! Join TODAY and get all the details in the
next few seconds ...with my compliments.
For our first 5,000 Founder Subscriptions
I'll include a FREE copy of my upcoming
book- a complete update and upgrade
from my New York Times bestseller
Change Wave Investing- coming out
later this year. In the book I teach you
EVERYTHING I've learned and tested
over my three-year "retirement:'

I

I WANT to RUSH You 6 Blockbuster Monster Stock Research
Reports NOW with your Founding Subscription
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Get started with the NEXT BIG THING today•••
~m'i

WJtrnLRD
~Gm]J~

Become a FOUNDING SUBCRIBER No~
~YEs f I want to become a Founding Member and cash in on
1!:.1

• the next big thing in the market with stocks such as

Western Graphite (WSGP) and others featured each month in the pag~
of Tobin Smith's Next Big Thing Investor. Sign me up today for the
following Special Offer ...

1. Online:
NextBigThinglnvestor.com
Through this Founding Subscription offer, you will get
12 issues ofTobin Smith's Next Big Thing Investor
including weekly updates, 24/7 Special Alerts and
unlimited Access to the Next Big Thing Investor website
for just $79! PLUS, a FREE Copy of my Upcoming Book,
Next Big Thing Investing (a $35 value) AND 6 FREE Bonus
Reports (a$ 774 value) including:

2. Call Now:
1 (240) 483-4629
(9am to Spm EST, Monday-Friday)

2. By Mail:

>- The Next $Billion Audio Technology Stock (a $29 va lue!)
>- The Next $Billion Gold Mining Stock (a $29 value!)
>- The Next $Billion Healthcare Stock(a $29 value!)
>- The Next $Billion 4G Telco Stock (a $29 value!)

Tobin Smith's
Next Big Thing Investor
6116
ntCircle
uite

>-

North Bethesda, MD 20852

Your 100%
Risk-FREE
Guarantee
Remember, if you are
less than fully satisfied,
just let us know within 6
months. I will cancel your
subscription and send you
a full refund. And even
after that, you can cancel
anytime and get a refund
of the balance of your
subscription.
No questions asked.

Tobin smitA
:

Tobin Smith
Next Big Thing Investor

' ================~

Billion Mo ile In ernet Advertising ock (a $29 value!)
The Next $Billion Consumer Beverage Stock (a $29 value!)

---------------------·

r

Payment Options:

0 Enclosed is my check/money order, made payable to Next Big Thing Investor
for: U.S.$

0

Please charge my:

(Maryland residents please add 6% sales tax.)

0

0

Card Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Expiration Date:

! _ _ _ 3- or 4-digit security code: _ _ _ __

Subscriber Information:
Name (on card): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: State: Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Daytime Phon e:( _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Email Address: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Required to receive your Email subscription)

L----------------------- ·

ADVERTISEMENT
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THE ENTIRE CHINESE ECONOMY IS
ON DEATH'S DOOR BECAUSE •••

'

.•~ :. ~.- ,·~ :~:> .

China's expected Air Pollution Catastrophe of 2020
is Here TODAY...
The Chinese know they have only
ONE way to turn their economy
around ... their survival depends on
INSTANT action right now.
What I discovered is nothing short
of SHOCKING ... an impending war
over
the_QNE
scarce
re,sourceJ hey
-r "' - _. ...
.
.
know they can absolute! NOT live
·wJthouCiiterally. ,-~

r . ·-

My conclusion: WSGP could become
a· $10 stock in the-ne-xt few months
and this report explains why!
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